Land breeze is a t,ype of mesoscale circulation developed due to thermal forcing over a heterogeneotis landscape. It can contribute to atmospheric dynamic and hydrologic processes through affecting heat and wat,er fluxes on the land-atmosphere int,erface and generat,ing shallow convective precipitabion. If the scale of the laridscape heterogeneity is srnaller than a certain size, however, the resulting land breeze becomes weak and becomes mixed up with other thermal convections like thermals. This study seeks t,o identi& a scale threshold t,o distinguish the effects between larid breeze and t>hermals. Two-dimensional simulations were performed with the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) to sirnulaie therrrials and land breeze. Their hori~ont~al scale features were analyzed using the wavelet transform. The thermals developed over a horriogeneous landscape utlder dry or wet corlditiorls have an irlit,ial scalc of 2-5 km during their early stage of development. The scale jumps to 10-15 krrl wliert condensation occurs. The solution of an analytical model indicat,es that the reduced degree of at,rnospheric instability clue to the release of colldensatiorl potential heat could be one of the contributing factors for the increasc in scale. The land breeze, on the other hand, has a major scale ideiitical to the size of the landscape heterogeneity throughout various st,ages of developme~it. The results suggest that the effects of land breeze can be clearly distinguished from those of thermals orlly if the size of the landscape lieterogeneity is larger tliaii the scale threshold of about 5 km for dry atmospheric processes or about 15 km for moist ones.
Introduction
T h e landscape is often heterogeneous due to natural and anthropogeriic reasoiis. Urbariizatiol~. deforestation, and irrigation. for example. car1 lead to alteriiating forest (wet) and bare (dry) patches. Because of the difference in land-surface energy balance between the two types of land cover, organized meso,icale circulatioiis similar to sea breeze can be formed during daylight hours of the warin seasons, with air mais moving from the forest (wet) surface to the bare (dry) one near the grouiid and lifting to.~varcI~ the top of the planetary bortndarj lajer (PBL) over the center of tlie bare (dry) surface. There has been increaiing cvidertce for land breeze froin observatiolis (e.g.. Rabiii et dl., 1990 : Pielke and Avissar, 1990 : Slahrt et al.. 1993 ) atid iimulstiolis ie.g., Segal et dl.. 1988 : Avissar aiid Pielkc.. 1989 : Piellie et al., 1992 : Cheil aiid Avissar, 199-1-a: Liu aiid Avissar, 1996 : Baidya aiid Avissar, 2000 : 5CCeaver and Avissar. 2001 : Zkiao. 2002 : Georgescu et al.. 2003 .
Laiid breeze call transfer sensible heat arid water vapor through the PBL with magnitudes coinparable to or even larger than those by turbuleilce (e.g.. Gao et al.. 1989: Slt3) lrt aiid Gibson, 1992; Lloeng and Sullivatl. 1994) . As a rclsult, it call %ignificaritly affect regioiial and large-scale atrnospher ic processes (Baker et al.. 2001; Zelig et al., 2002) . Laiid breeze is a suhgrid process in most cliliiate inodels. Efforts have beell made to develop pararncterizatiotl sche11it.i to iliclude tlie effects of laild breeze in such models. Lynn et al. (1995) aiid Zeslg arid Pielkc 11995'1 developed parameterization schemes of heat and water trarisfer by land breeze niiiig iiinilarit~ theor j . Liu ct al. (1999) , Lj~iii~e ct al. (2001) . and Lvnne anrl Tao (2001) developed parallieterizatiot~ srlieiiles to estimate shalloxv convecti.ie railifall iiiduced b\ lalid breeze.
The iiitesi%itj of land breeze. nicasurcd by lnesostale liirietic encrgj (LIKE) . is dependent on t l~e size of tile lanciscape heterogeneity. For the alternntiiig forest (wet) a i d bare (dry) patches. the size is the "E-mail: yliu32fs.fcd.us LASD BREEZE VOL, 22 distance hetwcn the centers of two adjacent patches. scales of the sirnulated thermals and land breeze. It was found that the land breeze is the most intense when the landscape heterogeneity has the size of the 2. Methodology Roshj cleformatioil ratio (about 100 km at middle latitudes) (Cheri and Avissar, 1994a) . When the size is smaller than a certain length. the land breeze becomes wry weak and is mixed up with other thermal convections like thermals (Stull, 1988) . A scale threshold of landsca~>e heterogeneity needs to be identified to distinguish its effects on heat and water transfer froin thuse of thermals. Avissar and Schmidt (1998) investigated the effects of surface heterogeneity on the convective boundary layer (CBL) by coiiducting siinulatiurls with the Regional Atmospheric 34odeling System (RAMS) developed at Colorado State University (Pielkc. et al., 1992) . Surface sensible heat flux waves with different means, anlplitudes, arid wavelengths were imposed as thermal forcing from an inhomogent~.ctus land surface. It was concluded that the effects of landscape heterogeneity become iilsignificailt when the si, c of the heterogeneity is smaller than about 5-10 kin. Uaidya ct al. (2003) simulated land breeze in tllc Central U.S. and the Amazon using RAMS. They found a preferred length scale range of 10-20 km for land breeze. This study seelcs to determine a scale threshold of landscape l~eterogeizeity using a different method from the one used in Avissar and Schmidt (1998) . There, it was a3sumed that. when the scale of the landscape heterogeneity comes down to the scale of thermals, defined as the distance between two adjacent thermals, the effects of land breeze on heat and water transter could no longer be separated from those of thermals. Therefore. the scale of thermals can be used as a length threshold for the effects of land breeze. Two related issues were also examined in this study. One was the effects of atmospheric condensation on the scale of thermals. It has been indicated in many studies that thermal convections are usually accompanied by shallow convection je.g.. Chen and Avissar, 199413: Avissar and Liu. 19961 , which would in turn affect the development of ther111c.i.i The otllcr one was the dependence of thermals oli huifilcc oloil-?t co~iditlor~r. Because of the close relatioli of ieusiblt. hcdt fi~ix with the surface moisture conte~lt ithe irilallcr thtx content. the larger the sensible heat Auxj it \%;is expected that the surface moist conditions w u l d he d, fact01 in the scale of thermals.
To obtain tlirl scale thrc~shold, tn-o large-eddy simulations (LESJ of honrogeticwus dry atld m -~~t landscapes were first conducted. For coinparison, n third sirnuidtioil of a heterogeneous lauc-licape was conducted. Tile wavelet trailsforin tetlinlcluc was then used to obtain
Simulation of thermals and land breeze
The scale features of turbulent flows have been analyzed traditionally from time series of measurements near the ground surface. which gives pictures at individual locations over a long period. Remote sensing has been another useful technique to detect the spatial cross-sectional structure at separate times. LES has emerged as an advanced technique. It is capable of providing pictures of coi~vections in both the time and space domains with high resolution and frequency (e.g., Moeng, 1984 : Mason, 1994 Chen and Dudhia, 2001) . LES also provides a tool to conveniently compare features of large eddies over different landscapes.
The LES model RAMS was used in this study to simulate thermals and the land breeze. The rnodel consists of a set of noii-hydrostatic, compressible dynainic equations, a thermodynamic equation, and a set of cloud micro-physical equations. There are multiple options of physical process parameterization schemes subject to different objectives of the simulations. Vertical and horizorital turbulent eddy mixing is paramneterized using the 2.5-level scheme suggested by Mellor and Yaniada (1982) , in which the mixing coefficients are determined from a prognostic equation for turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) formulated by Yamada (1983) . The radiative flux schemes in the atmospheric surface layer of Chen and Cotton (1983) , the explicit cloud micro-physical scheme of Tripoli and Cotton (1982) , and the soil rnodel of Tremback and Kessler (1985) are used to compute atmospheric radiation, heat, water and momentum exchanges on the airlalid interface, and cloud and precipitation processes.
A two-dimensional domain in the x (west-east) and z (vertical) directions was adopted. The horizontal length of the domain is 180 kin with a resolution of 250 m (721 total horizontal grid points). There are 40 vertical levels with the top one at about 9 km. The vertical resolutioil is finer near the land surface and becomes progressively coarser with height. It is expected tliat, at such a high resolution, structures of thermals ant1 rnesoscale circulations can be identified by the model. The soil has eight layers extending down to a depth of 0.5 in.
Three siillulations were performed: (1) HO-LIODRY. hose landscape is hoinogeneously dry soil with no water content at the initial time. Soil moisture itself changes with time, as calculated by the soil inodel in RASIS. (2) HOhIOWET, which is the same as HOSIODRY except for wet soil fully-irrigated at the initial time. (3) INHOMO, whose landscape is composed of alternating dry and wet patches at the initial time. Each pair of patchs is 60 km wide (30 km for dry and 30 km for wet). The patches were assumed indefinitely long in the y-direction. For this ideal structure of patches, two-dimensional simulations can be confidently used . Each simulation was initialized horizontally homogeneously at 0600 local time using a sounding at about 34"N, 100GE on 28 July, 1989 [shown in Fig. 1 of Liu et al. (1999) j taken from the First ISLSCP (International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project) Field Experiment (FIFE). Each simulation was run until 2200 local time with a time step of two seconds.
Identification of scales
The complexity of turbulent motions makes it difficult to easily identify the features of various scales from outputs of LES. Spectral or signal analysis techniques are needed to extract them. The wavelet transform. introduced by hlorlet et al. (1982a and b) about two decades ago, was used to identify scale features of thermals and the land breeze. This technique, silnilar to the Fourier transform, is a tool to extract cyclic information (various spectra or scales) hidden in a series, or to represent the series with certain-degree filtering. But unlike the Fourier transform. the wavelet transform is conducted in the scale-location (space or time) domain, which enables one to identify not only various scales but the occurrence of abrupt events with a certain scale. In addition, its scale-location resolutioli is dependent on a scale parameter. These properties are especially useful to analyze large-eddy motions in the CBL, which are substantially non-stationary and Location (km) nonlinear with a varied horizontal distribut,ion, especially over heterogetieous landsca,pes. Because of these unique properties, wavelet txansforrrls have been widely used for. theoretical analysis a,nd practical applicabion (e.g., &leyer, 1993). Guo and Li (1993) used the wavelet technique on t,urbulent. data of temperature and vertical velocity ~vithin arid above a deciduous forest and iildicat,ed that the tcchiiique clearly -revealed coherent structures of at,-mospheric iliotions. Kumar and Foufoula-Geurgiou (1993a a.tic1 b) forind some scaliiig properties and relatiorlsliips bet\weil differelit scales in strong convective precipitxtiori by usirig the wavelet transform. Farge (1992) aiicl Kumar and Foufoula-Georgiou (1993) gave a coinl)rehensivc review of it,s applicat,ion in trlrbulelice and geophysics, respectively.
The wavelet transform of a series jsay, f (~) j is defii~cd as 19'34) where A(> 0) is a scale parameter. x a location parameter, and the fui~ction ~~, ~( u ) is wavelet with the properties of zero meail and normal distribution.
The wavelet variance. the illtegratiorl of the module of the wavelet transforin over entire locations, gives a measure of the relative contribution of a certain scale to total energy: (4 was adopted. where UJ, is specified viitl-1 the value of 5. The llorlet wavelet has been used widely in meteorological analysis of geophysical processes (see, for esaiiiplt~, Lau and \; Veng, 1995) . f i r practical application, the parameters X and z in Eq.
( 1 ) needed to be discretized and tlie integration approximated by sumination. The range of thc summation is x l-rri/2. where rn is an even integer and not greater tliail the sainple qize of thc series. Notice that a limited sariiple size iii a discretc qeries would generate an edge eEcct of the calculation, which mcans that the scale iiiforirlatiori at the two edges of tllc series ma\ be unrealistic. Figure 1 shows therinals over the dl? sur face at the foris times of 1000. 1200, 1400, and 1600 LST (local itandnrd time) in HOIIODRY. de1noi1stratc.d hv tllc ri conipotleiit of veloc it\-. The tlier~nali start to clcx clop at 1000. x~heil 0111) R xve:tk therinal with a height of abo~it 0.5 kiii rail I-jc idcntificd at t l~e location of about 45 kin. Thermals are foulid over the elitire dornaiii at 1200. They reach a height of about 1.5 km. Thermals becolrle more iritense and highcr at 1400. The) reinail1 almost uiicliarlgcd in tllc ntxt two hotlrs, but the nuinber of therinals is reduced. Let us look at the iiiotio~i at tlie locatiori of about 10 km at 1600. The u coniponciit i$ positil-e irvec;tellv xvind) on the left atid negativ~ (easterly ~virid i on tlitx right hclosn; 1 km, ilidicatiiig con\;crpence of air flo~vs. In contrait. it is tiegativc. on the left arid po5itiw on the riglit bctxvecn 1 to 2 kin, iiidicating divergence of air Hov-s. Tlie inagliitude of the i i component is about 3 rn s-l. Tlie vertical coin~)oneiit of velocity (not shown) iiidicatcs upward air flo~vs. which connect the conr-elgent air air Thermals over the wet surface in HOMOWET (Fig. 2) are uniformly distributed in the horizontal direction with the top reaching about 1 km a t 1200. The nuniber of thermals is significantly reduced and the height is increased to 1.5 to 2 km a t 1400. Two hours later, the intensity of thermals is reduced except the one located at about 120 kin.
Results

Simulated thermals and land breeze
A major feature in ISH0;\10 is the developrnent of a land breeze (Fig. 3) . At 1000. two separate branches of circulation appear near the two ends of each dry patch. They move toward the middle of the patch and gain inteilsity with time. The tv~o branches cant iilue to move towards each other and eventually merge illto a single intense coi~vection at 1200. The circulations reach a height of about 2 km. They remain during the next four hours though the intensity is reduced.
There are two rnajor differences between Figs. 1 and 2 at 1400 and 1600 (panels c and d) . The thermals over the dry surface are much stronger and appear in a much greater number (therefore, slnaller scale) than those over the wet surface. Buoyancy and wind are two important factors in thermal development. The larger seiisible heat flux from the ground should be responsible for the large intensity of the therinals over the dry surface. Over the wet surface, on the other hand, sensible heat flux is small. Meanwhile, more water transport into the atmosphere leads to condensation within therinals. which reduces instability of the lower atmosphere due to the release of latent heat. This means that the background wind, which depresses the developlnent of therinals, becomes relatively important. As a result, inany thermals disappear in the afternoon. Figure 4 shows temporal variations of the intensity of therinals and the land breeze, measured by mesoscale kinetic energy (i.e., half of the product of inass and the sum of the square mesoscale velocity coniponents), as well as the vertically averaged cloud water mixing ratio. The intensity of thermals over the dry surface increases gradually from 1100 LST and reaches its largest value around 1400. A substantial amount of mesoscale kinetic energy remains until early evening. Condensation occurs about two hours after the initiation of thermals. Evaluatioii of condensation closely follows that of the intensity of therinals with a lag of about half an hour. In comparison, thermals over the wet surface are weaker. The intensity illcreases gradually until the elid of the sirnulation. Coi1densatioil occurs a t the time xvhetn the therinals have just initiated and are very weak. Unlike the dry surface, condensation over the wet surface fluctuates significantly with time. Large amounts of condensation are found around 1500, 1800. and 2200. The iand breeze stasts to develop as early as a t 0800. The intensity increases gradually until 1300. The maxi~num intensity is about 2.5 times that of the thermals over the dry surface. There is a second peak of mesoscale kinetic energy a t about 1530. Condensation starts a t about 1130 and folloxvs that of the land breeze intensity closely. Thermals and the land breeze have very different development courses with time over various landscapes, as shoxvii in Fig. 4 . For example, when the lalid breeze is i 11 the build-up phase in the ~noriziilg (Fig. 4c) . there is little thermal activity over the wet lalidscape (Fig. 4b) . Figure 5 shows the wavelet transform of the horizontal component of velocity, u. The wavelet transforin is calculated and displayed on a scale-spaceb domain, which irlcludes 361 grid points (90 krn) irl the scale direction (vertical) and 721 grid points (180 km) in the locatioii directioii jhorizontal). For the wavelet transform at the grid points near the left bouiidar\-. the do~nairl is extended leftward. A cyclic lateral boundary conditioii is assumed t o specify u %-allies for the extended domain. The same is done for the right boundary. The wavelet transforin is conducted for the u field at the height of 100 in. The scale features are basically identical at various heights within the thermals due to strong vertical eddy mixing.
Scales
The wavelet transforin pattern, such as that s h o~i i in Fig. 5 is characterized by alternative positive and negative centers oriented in both the scale and locatioil directions. The number of indi~ridual positive (or liegatisre) centers in the scale directiori indicates how many separate scales are involved iri thermals or the land breeze. The variation in the location direction reflects the localization of these scales. For a certain scale parameter X and location x, the wavelet transform PVf (A, r ) is detcrlniilrd by II; around x and ail oscillation period related to A. Actually, the real part of the hlorlet xvavelet trarlsforiii is a sort of weighted smoothing ax-crage. The kveight factor is a product of a cosine functioil, xt-hose period is decided by X (as well as do). arid an amplitude, which gradually reduces with thc increase of distance froin n.. A positive (negative) center of tl)(X, s) means that the values of II-at z aiid other locations with integral times of 2 7 r A /~~ in distance from r are relatively large positive (negative).
The thermals ox-er the dry zurface do not show a xvavelet structure until 1200. The liiotioiis have a scale sinaller than 5 lim, which are distribrlted uniformly ill the location direction at this tirne. This scale hecolncs more significant at 1400 and 1600. In addition. other represents the thermals within a drv or wet patch. scales from 10 to 30 km can be found, which reflects 3.3 The efiects of condensation o n scales the inhomogei~eous distribution of the scale in the lo-
The therinals over the wet surface (Fig. 6 ) haw a larger scale in the late afterizoon. At 1600, there are two scales of 5 and 10 km. Another scale of 50 k111 or larger is found. But as seen in Figure 3 , tliii scale is less lneanilzgful because there is only a single thermal reinairling instead of a cluster of therinals a t this tiine.
There are three scales with ~notioiis over the heterogeneous surface (Fig. 7) . One of thein is 60 km, which is doinilzaizt at 1200, 1 100. and 1600. This is the size of the landscape heterogeneity. A secoizd scale is about 30 kin, noticeable at 1200 and 1400, which reflects the two branches of mesoscale circulations a t the two ends of each dry patch. A third scale is about 5-10 km, \~-hich is the lzzost sigiiificailt at 1000. This scale Figure 8 depicts the temporal scale evolution of the therrnals and land breeze. Over the dry landscape, the therinals have a scale of 2-3 km at about 1030. It remains nlostly unchanged until 1300, when it jumps to about 8 kin. The scale then increases gradually to about 14 krn in the next three hours. The scale increases to about 20-25 km at 1700. Figure 4 shows that conde~lsatioil occurs at about 1300, suggesting that the jump of scale a t about 1300 could result from the condeiisation. Over the wet lai~dscape, the thermals also have a scale of 2-3 ltrn before it jullzps to about 10 km at 1300 xvhe~z a large alnouizt of co11der1-sation occurs. The scale juinps again to about 30 k~n bet~rieeii 1400 and 1500. Over the heterogeiir~ous 5111-face. the scale of 60 ltm is doininalit during no st of sion of air mass, making it difficult for air mass to expand vertically. In addition, the scale is proportional to the height of a thermal. When a thermal gains buoyancy due to heating on the ground, it expands in both the vertical and horizontal directions, leading to the increase in thermal height and width sirnultaneously. Xote that, because the focus of this study is on the role of the thermal forcing of the landscape, a simple hackground wind with a constant value in space and with time was assumed. Thus, atmospheric instability is mainly produced by the sensible heat flux rather than background wind shear.
This could be onc of the possible reasons for the scale 3.4 A length threshold for distinguishing the jump of the tflcrinals occurring at about 1300 over the eflects of landscape heterogeneity holnogeneous dry or ~vct landscape. The scale index is also dependent on two other facThe typical scale of thernlals over the honiogeneous tors. Background \~i n d depresses the vertical expan-landscape changes froin 2-5 to 10-15 km before and af-ter condensation. When the pattern of multiple thermals in the horizontal direction starts to disappear in the late afternoon, the scale becomes even larger. The land breeze developed over the heterogeneous landscape, on the other hand. has a major scale identical to the size of the landscape heterogeneity throughout all stages of the development. As assumed in the introduction section, the effects of land breeze on heat and water vapor transfer cannot be clearly separated from those of thermals if the size of the landscape heterogeneity is not much larger than the scale of the thermals. Therefore, a scale of about 2-5 km can be proposed as a scale threshold to distinguish the effects of landscape heterogeneity from those of thermals for the atmosphere processes without condensation involved. This threshold is a little bit smaller than that proposed by Avissar and Schmidt (1998) , who suggested a length of 5-10 km.
If condensation is involved, however, the threshold will be increased to about 15 km. This means that the effects of landscape heterogeneity should be taken into account only if the patch size is larger than 15 km. It was shown in Baidya et al. (2003) that, although the rnesoscale circulatiolzs first appear at multiple scales in response to the forcing from the actual landscape heterogeneity in the Central U.S. and the Amazon, only those of circulations with a scale between 10-20 km remain for a long time. Both this result and the present study suggest that the effects of landscape heterogeneity with a size smaller than 10-20 km would be less meaningful to include in large-scale models such as general circulation models (GCMs).
Summary
Thermals over a homogeneous landscape and land breeze o77er a heterogeneous landscape have been simulated using the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System. The horizontal scale features of the model outputs have been analyzed using the wavelet transform. An analytical model has also been analyzed to examine the factors for the horizontal scale of thermals. The results indicate that:
(1) The therrnals developed over a holnogeneous dry or wet surface have a scale of about 2-5 km during the initial development stage.
(2) The scale jumps to about 10-15 km during the stage of major development when significant condensation occurs. The reduced degree of atmospheric instability due to the release of condensation potential heat could be one of the contributing factors for the scale increase.
(3) The land breeze developed over the heterogeneous landscape has a major scale identical to the size of the dry-wet patches throughout all stages of the developmelit of the mesoscale circulations. There are also shorter scales representing thermals developed over the dry portion of the patches.
(4) The effects of the land breeze can be clearly distinguished from those of the therrnals only if the size of the landscape heterogeneity is larger than the scale threshold of about 5 km for dry atmospheric processes or about 15 km for moist atmospheric processes.
The result (3) should be dependent on the size of the landscape heterogeneity. For a dry-wet patch size as large as 200 km, it is unlikely that a mesoscale circulation induced by the heterogeneity would develop to the size of the patch. The intensity of landscapeinduced circulatiolis becomes weaker if the landscape heterogeneity size is larger than about 100 km (Chen and Avissar, 1994a) . The development process of land breeze circulation may provide an explanation. The circulation branches first develop at the dry-wet intersections in the morning hours (see Fig. 3a ). They move towards the center of the dry land with time (Fig. 3b) . If the patch size is too large, there would not be enough time for the two branches to merge to form a complete mesoscale circulation before they die down in the afternoon.
It should be noted that atmospheric conditions without strong background wind were considered in this research. Convections induced by landscape heterogeneity would become less significant with increased background wind (Chen and Avissar, 1994 a and b) . In addition. the simulated therrnals and land breeze in the two-dimensional domain would be different from those simulated in a three-dimensional one. The difference, however. is expected mainly in the magnitude rather than in the scale of thermals (Avissar and .
Vertical wind shear is another important mechanism for turbulence development in addition to the thermal forcing on the ground. A constalit wind has been used in the simulation from the consideration of a general condition for the generation of land breeze. Land breeze develops usually in a calm-wind atmosphere because heat exchanges with moderate or strong winds can effectively diminish the horizontal thermal contrast induced by the landscape heterogeneity. Thus, land breeze is basically a thermal issue. Many previous simulations studies (e.g., Chen and Avissar, 1994a) 
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The thermal convection model and analytical
The vorticity equation can be derived from the moAssume a static and incompressible atmosphere in the x -z section with constant background wind and an instable therrnal stratification. Using the atmospheric equations for therrnal convection (Yang et al., 1983) . hut neglecting horizontal turbulent heat and moinentum transfer, we have: where u is the horizontal component of velocity, which is composed of background U and perturbation; w is the vertical component of velocity; 8 is the potential temperature perturbation: n = (p/po)R/Cp with p and po being the pressure perturbation and the value at the sea-surface level. and R and rp being the gas constant and specific heat at constant pressure; A = g / Q ; S = dQ/dz < 0 (instability stratification). where Q is the background potential temperature. Q in (Al) and (A2) is assumed to be constant. The boundary conditions are: t o p of t h e CBL. and downwards over t h e area of x < 0.
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T h e perturbation is t h e strongest a t x = 0, with dis-G, . w., and B. L. LI, 1993: Wavelet analysis of coherent continuity in t h e vertical component. T h e parameter structures at the atmosphere-forest interface. J. Appl.
a is t h e decay rate of t h e motion, a n d its reciprocal is t h e e-folding scale, which indicates a location of x where t h e intensity of t h e perturbation is reduced t o e-l of t h e perturbation at x = 0. This parameter therefore measures how fast t h e perturbation decay is with x. VCre use L, = l / a a s a horizontal scale index for thermal convection.
